
1

1

1, one (cardinal)

1, one (nominal)

1,000,000, one 
million

1/10, one tenth

1/2, one half, half

1/2, one half, half

1/3, one third

1/4, one fourth, one
quarter

1/5, one fifth

1/6, one sixth

1/7, one seventh

1/8, one eighth

1/9, one ninth

10, ten

100, one hundred

1000, one thousand

11, eleven
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11

11, eleven

12, twelve

12, twelve

13, thirteen

14, fourteen

14, fourteen

15, fifteen

15, fifteen

16, sixteen

16, sixteen

16, sixteen

17, seventeen

17, seventeen

17, seventeen

18, eighteen

18, eighteen

18, eighteen

19, nineteen
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19

19, nineteen

19, nineteen

1989, nineteen 
eighty nine

1990, nineteen 
ninety

1991, nineteen 
ninety one

1st, first

1st, first

2

2, two

2, two

20, twenty

200, two hundred

2000, two thousand

2006, two thousand
six

2006, two thousand
six

21, twenty one

22, twenty two

23, twenty three
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23

23, twenty-three

24, twenty four

24, twenty four

25, twenty five

25, twenty five

26, twenty six

27, twenty seven

28, twenty eight

29, twenty nine

2nd, second

2nd, second in a list

3

3, three

3, three

30

30, thirty

300, three hundred

3000, three 
thousand
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31

31, thirty one

32, thirty two

33, thirty three

34, thirty four

35, thirty five

36, thirty six

37, thirty seven

38, thirty eight

39, thirty nine

3rd

3rd, third, third of 
three, cl-3-three

4

4, four

4, four

4,000,000, four 
million

40, forty

400, four hundred

4000, four thousand
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41

41, forty one

42, forty two

43, forty three

44, forty-four

45, forty five

46, forty six

47, forty seven

48, forty eight

49, forty nine

4th, fourth

4th, fourth, fourth in
a list

5

5, five

5, five

5,000,000, five 
million

50, fifty

500, five hundred

5000, five thousand
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51

51, fifty one

52, fifty two

53, fifty three

54, fifty four

55, fifty five

56, fifty six

57, fifty seven

58, fifty eight

59, fifty nine

5th, fifth

5th, fifth, fifth of 
five, cl-5-five

6

6, six

6,000,000, six 
million

60, sixty

600, six hundred

6000, six thousand

61, sixty one
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62

62, sixty two

63, sixty three

64, sixty four

65, sixty five

66, sixty six

67, sixty seven

68, sixty eight

69, sixty nine

7

7, seven

7,000,000, seven 
million

70, seventy

700, seven hundred

7000, seven 
thousand

71, seventy one

72, seventy two

73, seventy three
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74

74, seventy four

75, seventy five

76, seventy six

77, seventy seven

78, seventy eight

79, seventy nine

8

8, eight

8,000,000, eight 
million

80, eighty

80,000, eighty 
thousand

800, eight hundred

8000, eight 
thousand

81, eighty one

82, eighty two

83, eighty three

84, eighty four

85, eighty five
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86

86, eighty six

87, eighty seven

88, eighty eight

89, eighty nine

9

9, nine

9,000,000, nine 
million

90, ninety

900, nine hundred

9000, nine thousand

91, ninety one

92, ninety two

93, ninety three

94, ninety four

95, ninety five

96, ninety six

97, ninety seven

98, ninety eight
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99

99, ninety nine

A

A

a lot, much

abandon, forsake, 
desert

abbreviate, shorten,
condense, 
summarize

ability, skill, expert

ability, skill, expert

abortion, abort

about

about

about

about time, finally

about, 
approximately

about, 
approximately, area

above

above

above
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above

above

above

absent, cutting 
class

absent, missing

abundance

abuse

accept, adopt, 
approve, acquire

accept, adopt, 
approve, acquire

accept, adopt, 
approve, acquire

accept, adopt, 
approve, acquire

accident, crash

accompany

accomplishment

account, 
accounting, 
financial record

accountant

ache, pain

across, over

across, over, after
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act

act of a play

act on stage, 
perform, theater 
play

act slowly

action, act, doing

actor, actress

actor, actress

Adam

add

add onto

add onto

add up

address (location)

adjective

adopt, take a class

adult

adult

adverb mm

adverb th
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adverbs

adverbs

advertise, promote,
publicize

advice, advise, 
effect, influence, 
counsel

advisor, counselor,
consultant

aerobics

afraid, fear, 
frightened, scared

afraid, fear, 
frightened, scared

Africa

Africa

African

African

after, afterward, 
beyond, from now 
on

afternoon

afternoon, early 
afternoon

afternoon, late 
afternoon

again

again and again

against
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against

against

age

age

agency

agree

ahead

aid, assist, 
assistance

airplane, plane, jet,
airforce, airport

Alabama

Alaska

alcoholic

alcoholic

algebra

all

all day

all gone

all gone

all gone
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all

all night, all night 
long

all night, all night 
long

all of you

all over

all over

all over

all right, alright, 
legal rights, right to

all right, alright, 
legal rights, right to

all, all over

all, all over

all, all over

all, whole, entire

all, whole, entire

alligator, crocodile

alphabet, ABC

alphabet, ABC

alphabet, ABC

also
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also

also, same, like

America, United 
States, USA, US

American

American Indian, 
indian

American Sign 
Language, ASL

angel

angry, mad

angry, mad

animal

animal moves 
forward

anxious, anxiety, 
nervous

any

anyone

anything

anyway, anyhow, 
whatever, no matter,
doesn't matter

apple

apply, volunteer

approve, ok
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April

April

April

area

area (left)

area, land

argue, fight, quarrel,
squabble

argue, fight, quarrel,
squabble

Arizona

Arkansas

army, soldier

around and around

around and around

ask (v) he she asks
me

ask (v) I ask you

ask (v) questioning
me

ask (v) questioning
me

ask (v) to ask a 
question

ask (v) you ask me
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ASL

ASL, American Sign
Language

asleep soundly, 
sound asleep

asleep, sleep

assistant, aide

astrology

at least

Atlanta, Georgia

attend

attend

attend many places,
go to many events

attend many places,
go to many events

attention above

attention, pay 
attention

attractive, 
fascinating

August

aunt

aunt

Australia
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Australian

Australian

Austria

awaken slowly, 
wake up gradually

awareness, 
knowledge, know

awesome

B

B

baby

baby

baby

baby

babyish

bachelor

back and forth

back and forth

back and forth

back direction

back direction
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back

back direction

back in time, back in
the rear

back of body

back to me

back to you

backpacking

bacon

bad

bad, naughty

bad, naughty

bad, naughty

bag, suitcase, purse

bake

baking pan

balance

balance

bald

bald
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bald

bald

ball

balloon

balloon

Baltimore, Maryland

banana

banana

banner

baptist, baptism

baptize

baptize

bar, saloon

bar, saloon

barbeque

barber, hairdresser

barber, hairdresser

baron

baseball
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baseball

baseball

basketball

be

be

beam

bear, bears

beautiful

bed

bed, go to bed

before, ago, past

before, ago, past

before, ago, past

before, ago, past

before, ago, past

before, ago, past

before, ago, past, 
was

before, prior, 
preceding, earlier 
than

before, prior, 
preceding, earlier 
than
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Belgian

Belgian

Belgian

Belgium

Belgium

believe

believe

believe that

believe that

bell, alarm, alarm 
clock

belly

benefit, advantage

benefit, advantage

benefit, advantage

benefit, advantage

best

best

Bible

bicycle, bike
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big

big

big, great, large

bigger, greater, 
larger

billion

bird, chicken, 
coward, fowl

birdcage

birthday

birthday

birthday

birthday

bitter, sour, acrid

bitter, sour, acrid

black

blame myself

blue

blue

boast

boil
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book

book

book

book

book

book

books

Boston, 
Massachusetts

Boston, 
Massachusetts

boy

brain

brains

brains

Brazil

break

brethren, brothers

broom

brother

brother
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brother

brother

brother-in-law

brothers

brown

brown

buffalo, Buffalo, 
New York

buffalo, Buffalo, 
New York

bug

Bulgaria

Bulgarian

buy

buzz

C

C

cabbage

cabinet

cabinet, cabinets

cabinet, closet, 
shelves with a door
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cafeteria

cafeteria

cage

cage

cake

California

California

California

can, may

can, may

cannot, can't

cannot, can't

card

card playing, 
dealing cards

cat

cat

celebrate, festival, 
victory

celebrate, festival, 
victory

cent
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cereal

cereal

chair

chairperson, boss, 
chief, coach

change in balance, 
change in status

change, adapt, 
adjust, modify

change, adapt, 
adjust, modify

change, adapt, 
adjust, modify

cheat

chemotherapy

cherish

Chicago, Illinois

chin

choke

Cinderella

city, town, village, 
downtown

city, town, village, 
downtown

city, town, village, 
downtown

city, town, village, 
downtown
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city

city, town, village, 
downtown

cl-1, classifier-1-
hand

cl-2, classifier-2-
hand

cl-list-throw-four

cl-tube

cl-wall (left)

clean, neat

close eyes, fall 
asleep

close eyes, fall 
asleep

clown

coffee

cold

comfortable

command

communicate

communication

complain

computer
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confess

confess, admit

confess, admit

connect

connected with

connected with

Connecticut

container, can

control, direct, 
administer, govern

cookie

cookie

cooking, cook with
energy

cool

cow

cow

coward, fear, 
frightened, scared

crazy, mad, insane

credit card

crown
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cry

cry, weep

cry, weep

Czech

D

D

dad up left

dad up right

dance

dance

Danish, Dane

Danish, Dane

dark blue

dark green

dark grey

dark night, very 
dark

dark yellow

dark, darkness

dark, darkness
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dash

dash

date

daughter

daughter

daughter

daughter-in-law

day

day

day

day after tomorrow

day before 
yesterday

December

delete, throw out, 
eliminate

delete, throw out, 
eliminate

delete, throw out, 
eliminate

delete, throw out, 
eliminate

delicious

Denmark
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Denmark

Denmark

dentist

desert

dessert

destroy fast

destroy, damage, 
destruction, ruin

diaper, infant 
garment

different

dinner

dinner

dinner

directly

director, 
administrator, 
controller

dirty, filthy, nasty

disability

do not know, don't 
know

do not know, don't 
know

do not want, don't 
want
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do

do not want, don't 
want

do not want, don't 
want

do?, do-do?, what 
to do?

doctor

doctor

dog

dog

dog

dog

dog

dog bark, barking

dollar

don't understand

doorbell

dream

dream

drink

dry, ugly
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dry

dry, ugly

dryer, clothes dryer

dryer, clothes dryer

duck

dumb, stupid, idiotic

dumb, stupid, idiotic

Dutch

dwell on

E

E

each

each of three, each
one of them

each one

each other, social, 
associate, 
fellowship

eager, enthusiastic,
anxious, zealous

eager, enthusiastic,
anxious, zealous

ear
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earl

earl

early morning

ears

earth, soil

Earth, world

eight dollars

eight o'clock

elder, senior, 
superior, older

eleven o'clock

email

email

email

embarrass

emotion, emotional

England, UK, Great
Britain

England, UK, Great
Britain

England, UK, Great
Britain

English, British
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English

English, British

English, British

enlighten, explain to
me

envision, vision, 
conceptualize

equal, fair, even

equality, fair for all

etc, and so forth

etc, various

etc, various, and so
forth

etc, various, and so
forth

etc, various, and so
forth

eternal, forever

event

every, everyone, 
each one

every, everyone, 
each one

everyday, daily

everyone, each of 
three

everything
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everywhere

everywhere (left), all
over (left), area (left)

everywhere (right), 
all over (right), area
(right)

example, show

example, show

exchange

exclude

expand, add more 
detail

expand, enlarge, 
increase

expand, enlarge, 
increase

expand, enlarge, 
increase

expect to get 
answer

experience

experiences

expert, skilled 
master

explain, explanation

explode

explode

explode
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export

export data

expose

express (v) I 
express

expression, facial 
expression

expressly

eye

eyebrow

eyebrows

eyebrows up

eyebrows up

eyelid

eyes

F

F

fabric

face God

face to face, facing
each other

face to face, facing
each other
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face

face, facial

face, facial

facial expression

factory, machine

fade

fail

falling

false

fascination

fast, quick, 
immediately

father-in-law

father, dad, papa

father, dad, papa

father, dad, papa

favorite, flavor, 
prefer, preference

February

February

fed-up
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feedback

feedback

feedback

feedback

finally, success, pah

fingers check 
vagina, medical sign

finish

finish

finish

finish

finish

finish up

finish-test

finished

first of five, cl-5-one

first of three, cl-3-
one

first of three, cl-3-
one

first with emphasis

five dollars
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five

five o'clock

Flash the Light

flow

fly

focus on God, 
attention to God, 
concentrate on God

focus, attention, 
concentrate, zoom 
in

focus, attention, 
concentrate, zoom 
in

follow

follow, trail

follow, trail

for

forecast, predict

forgot

fork

fork

four dollars

four o'clock

four-of-us
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four

four-to-six

fourth of five, cl-5-
four

fourth-in-a-list

freeze, frozen, ice, 
rigid

Friday

frog

frog

front

full

G

G

Gallaudet

game

garage

garbage

garden

gas

gather
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gay

gay, homosexual

geek

Genesis

Germany

get away, go away

get, grab

get, receive

get, receive

giraffe

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

give (2) you give me

give (2) you give me

give (v) I give you

give (v) I give you
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give

give myself baby

glasses

globe, world

globe, world

go

go (v) went

go under table

goat

goat

God

God himself

Goldilocks

good

good

good

good

good night

good, super, okay
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gorilla

gorilla

gorilla

Gospel

Gospel

grace

grandfather

grandmother

grass

great grandfather

great grandmother

great great 
grandfather

great great 
grandmother

green

green

grey, gray

grief, grieve, mourn

groups, two groups

guess, estimate, 
assume, miss
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H

H

H

habit, used to

habit, used to

haha, funny, 
laughing

haha, funny, 
laughing

hair

hair

hair dryer

haircut, cut hair

haircut, cut hair

hall, hallway, 
corridor

hallucinations, bad
dreams

hands off, no 
responsibility, not 
my responsibility

hangover

happen, accidental

happenings, events

happy
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happy

happy

happy

happy

Happy Birthday

Happy Birthday

hard of hearing

hat

he

he

he, she

head

healthy, health, well,
get well

healthy, health, well,
get well

hear

hear

hearing

hearing aid

hearing aid
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hearing

hearing person

hearing person, 
hearing

heart attack

heart, valentine

heartbeat

heartbreak, suffer, 
suffering

Heavenly-Father

height, just so high

hello

hello

hello

hello

help (v) they help 
me

help (v) to help, aid 
(v) to aid

help, aid, assistance

hen

here

here
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here

here

here

here

hers (right)

hey there (person 
on left)

hey there, get 
attention

hiccup

higher, top, superior

himself (left), herself
(left)

himself (right), 
herself (right)

his (left)

his above

His Almighty

historian

historian

history

history

hold a grudge
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honey

honey

hope, expect, 
expectation

hope, expect, 
expectation

hope, expect, 
expectation

horse

hot

hotdog

hotdog

hotdog

hotdog

house

how old?

huh?, ask a 
question

huh?, wh question

huh?, yes-no 
question

hundred

husband
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I

I

I

I love you

I love you, ILY

I see

I understand

I understand well, I
got it

ice cream

ice skates, skate, 
ice skating

Iceland

Icelandic

idea

ideas, imagine, 
imagination

idle

idol

if

if

if not
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ignorant

ignorant

ignore

ill, sick, illness, 
disease

illegal

Illinois

Illinois

image

imagine

imagine

import data

impossible

impress

impressive

improve, 
improvement

improve, 
improvement

in

increase

India
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Indian

Indian (India)

influence, effect, 
affect

insane, crazy, mad

insane, crazy, mad

international, global

international, global

internet, network, 
networking

invent, create

inventor, creator

invisible

invite, invitation

invite, invitation

is that true?, really?

Israel

Israel

J

J

jacket, coat
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jail

jail

jam, jelly, preserves

janitor

January

January

Japan

Japan

Japan

Japanese

Japanese

Japanese

jar

jealous

Jehovah

Jerusalem

Jesus Christ

Jesus Christ

Jew
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Jew

Jew, Jewish

Jew, Jewish

job

join

joke, tease

joy, joyful

judge

judgement

July

jump

jump

June

junior

junior

just a minute

just, recently

K

K
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kangaroo

kangaroo

Kansas

Kansas City

keep

Kentucky

key

keyhole

kick

kick

kick

kid

kidney

kill

kind of, sort of, type
of

kind of, sort of, type
of

kindness

king

kingdom
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kinsmen

kinsmen, two 
brothers

kinswomen, two 
sisters

kiss

kitchen

kite

kneel

kneel down

knife

knife

knife

knife

knight

knock

knock repeatedly

knock softly

know

know that

know that
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know

know, knowledge, 
awareness

know, knowledge, 
awareness

Korea

Korean

L

L

lake

lamb, sheep

lamb, sheep

last week

late at night

late morning

law

leap, jump high

lecture, 
presentation, 
address (speech)

lecture, 
presentation, 
address (speech)

lesbian

light
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light

light

light

light comes on

light from sunrise

light from sunset

light grey

light shining down

light weight, light 
color

lightning

lightning

lion

live, life, alive, 
survive

live, life, alive, 
survive

live, life, alive, 
survive

long

long before, long 
ago, way in the past

long before, long 
ago, way in the past

long before, long 
ago, way in the past
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long

long before, long 
ago, way in the past

long before, long 
ago, way in the past

long before, long 
ago, way in the past

long before, long 
ago, way in the past,
once upon a time

look at, observe, 
see

look at, observe, 
see

look at, observe, 
see

looking at me, all 
eyes on me

lord

lost weight

love

love something, 
love that, kiss fist

lucky

M

M

mad, angry

mad, angry

mail, letter
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main

main

Maine

man

man, gentleman

man, gentleman

man, gentleman

March

March

math, mathematics

May

maybe, perhaps

maybe, perhaps

me, I

me, I

me, I

medical

melon, pumpkin

melon, pumpkin
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member

member

memories, 
remembering, 
looking back

memories, 
remembering, 
looking back

memories, 
remembering, 
looking back

Mexico

million

Milwaukee

miracle, wonderful,
astonishing

miss someone, 
disappointed

mistake

misunderstand

mom

Monday

monkey, ape, 
chimpanzee

monkey, ape, 
chimpanzee

morning

mother-in-law

mother, mom, mama
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mother

mother, mom, mama

mother, mom, mama

mouse

must

mustache

mustard

myself, self

myself, self

myself, self

myself, self

N

N

name

name-sign-A

name-sign-A

name-sign-A

name-sign-A

name-sign-A
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name

name-sign-A

name-sign-A

name-sign-A

name-sign-A

name-sign-AB

name-sign-B

name-sign-B

name-sign-B

name-sign-B

name-sign-B

name-sign-B

name-sign-B

name-sign-B

name-sign-C-R

name-sign-CF

name-sign-CW

name-sign-D

name-sign-D
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name

name-sign-D

name-sign-E

name-sign-F

name-sign-J

name-sign-K

name-sign-K

name-sign-K

name-sign-M

name-sign-M

name-sign-P

name-sign-P

name-sign-S

name-sign-S

name-sign-S

name-sign-T

name-sign-V

name-sign-V

name-sign-W
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named

named, called

napkin

napkin

napkin

narrow

nation, natural, 
naturally

national

near

near

neat, clean

neat, cool

Nebraska

need

need

Netherlands, 
Holland

New York City

next week

next year
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night

night, evening

night, evening

night, evening

nine dollars

nine o'clock

nine of us

none

none

none, not any

noon

noon

Norway

not

not

not have

not my job, not my 
responsibility

not often

nothing
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nothing

nothing

nothing

notice

notice

notice

nouns, noun

November

now

now

number, numbers

nun, catholic sister

nun, sister

nurse

O

O

obey

obey

obey
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obsess

obsess

ocean, sea

ocean, waves, sea

October

older

oldest

one dollar

one more

one o'clock

one person meets 
two

one to ten

one year ago, last 
year

one-to-three

open

open

open

open

open eyes
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orange

orange

otherwise

P

P

pad, notepad, 
square

parents

parents

parents

park vehicle, stop 
vehicle

parking space

pass

patience

peace, quiet, 
peaceful

peace, quiet, 
peaceful

person (2), agent

person (3), agent

person, agent

perspective, 
viewpoint, opinion
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perspective

perspective, 
viewpoint, opinion

phonology

phonology

pickle

pickle

pig, swine

pink

play games

play games

point to two

poison

ponder

ponder

possible, able, 
potential

possible, able, 
potential

pour, fill

praise

praise
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pray

pray to God

pray, ask

pregnant, expecting,
conceive

president, 
superintendent, 
horns

president, 
superintendent, 
horns

pretend

priest

purple

purple

Q

Q

queen

question

question

question

quick, fast, 
immediately

quick, fast, 
immediately

quick, fast, 
immediately
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quit

quit

quote

quote

quote

quote

quote from

quote title

R

R

rabbit

rabbit, hare

rain

rain heavily

rainbow

raining

raining diagonal

really, real, true, 
actual, actually

receive
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recently

recently

red

red

rediculous

refuse, won't, 
decline

reject, veto

remember

remember

remember

request, ask

responsible, 
responsibility

responsible, 
responsibility

responsible, 
responsibility, duty,
obligation

restaurant

ride a horse, 
horseback riding

ride a horse, 
horseback riding

right here, this exact
spot, this

right on, exactly, 
accurate, correct
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right

right side of body

righteous

righteousness

river

roller skating, roller
skates, skates

rubber

rule of thumb

run a machine

S

S

sacrifice

sad, grief, dejected,
melancholy, 
depressed, gloom, 
gloomy, grave, 
mournful, sorrowful

salad dressing

same all over

same all over

same exactly

same time
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same

same, alike

same, alike, also, 
like

same, two of us 
alike

Saturday

Saudi Arabia, Arabia

save

say

second of five, cl-5-
two

second of three, cl
-3-two

secondly

see things around

self

self control

self, itself, himself,
herself

self, itself, himself,
herself

self, itself, himself,
herself

send (v) they send 
you

senior citizens
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September

September

serious

service

service

seven dollars

seven o'clock

sewing machine

shame, 
embarrassed

she

shelf

show all, show

show me, show

show, to show, 
show you

shut up, keep quiet

signing, to sign

signing, to sign

signing, to sign

signing, to sign
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SignWriting

SignWriting

SignWriting

SignWriting

silver

sin, wrong 
continually, 
mistaken 
continually

since, up until now,
lately, been

single

sister

sister

sister-in-law

sisters

sit long time

six dollars

six o'clock

six weeks

skin

sleep

smart
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smells

smells bad

smoking cigarette

smoking pot, 
smoking marijuana

snap fingers

sneak, adultery

snore

snow

Snow White

so, well

so, well

social worker

soft

son

son

son

son-in-law

soon

soup, porridge, 
spoon
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speak

speak

stockings

stockings

stockings, nylons

stockings, nylons

stream

stroke

Stuart

stuck

stupidly follow

success, worked, 
announce

Sunday

Sunday

sunrise on the left

sunset

sunset on the left

superstitious

support, sponsor, 
advocate, in favor of
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support

support, sponsor, 
advocate, in favor of

support, sponsor, 
advocate, in favor of

suppose, if

suppose, if

suppose, if

surprise

surprise, surprised

surprise, surprised

swallow, thirsty

swallow, thirsty

sweet

sweet

sweetheart

T

T

table

table

table
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table

table

take advantage

tall

tell

tell

tell

tell

tell

tell (v) I tell you.

tell everyone

temperature

ten o'clock

tend, tends to, 
prefers to

tend, tends to, 
prefers to

Thanksgiving, 
turkey

Thanksgiving, 
turkey

Thanksgiving, 
turkey

themselves
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themselves

themselves

they down there

thick

thief, bandit, robber

$$-4247think

think same, agree

third of five, cl-5-
three

thirteen, 13

this

this compared to 
this

this one

those two

thousand

three dollars

three o'clock

three of us

three travel

three years ago
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Thursday

Thursday

Thursday

tickle-ear

tiger

today

today

today, right now

today, right now

tomorrow

tomorrow

tonight

too bad

tradition

train

training

treason

true biz

trust
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trust

trust (yes)

Tuesday

Turkey

Turkish

turn for first

turn for second

twelve o'clock

twenty five cents, 
quarter

two dollars

two more

two o'clock

two of them

two of us

two of us

two of us

two of you

two of you

two people together
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two

two years ago

U

U

ugh, oh great, darn 
it

ugly, homely, 
unattractive

ugly, homely, 
unattractive

umbrella

uncle

uncle

under

underpants, 
underwear

understand

understand that, 
keep in mind

understand?

underwear

uneasy

unite, join, connect,
come together

unite, join, connect,
come together
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unity

unity, cooperation

university

until

untitled, no name

up

up

up

up there

upset

urgent, right now

us

use

use

use

Utah

Utah

V

V
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vacant

vacant, empty, 
naked, nude, bare

vacant, empty, 
naked, nude, bare

vacation, holiday, 
retire, leisure

vacuum

vagina, medical sign

vanilla

vanilla

various, etc, and so
forth

various, etc, and so
forth

vegetable

vehicle, drive 
vehicle

verb, verbs

verb, verbs

Vermont

Vermont

verse

very

very hot
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very

very important

vice president

videophone, video 
communication

videotape

videotape

Vietnam

Vietnamese

vigilant, walk 
cautiously

visit (v)

visit (v) I visit you

visit (v) you visit me

visual

vocabulary

vocabulary

voice

voice

voices in the head

vomit, throw up
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vote

vote

vow, pledge

VRS, video relay 
service

W

W

waddle

wait

wait

wait

wait long time

wait over time

waiter, waitress, 
server

waiter, waitress, 
server

waive, subtract cost

wake up, awake, 
awaken

wake up, awake, 
awaken, open eyes

Wales

walk
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walk

walk

walk into a wall 
twice

walk like a drunk 
forward

walk up a hill 
together

walk up to me

walk, walk clumsily

wall

wallet, wallets

wallet, wallets

want

want

want? yes-no 
question

want? yes-no 
question

war, battle

war, battle

warm

warm

warm
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warm

warm

warm, hot

warn

was

wash face

wash, clean

wash, clean

washing machine

Washington

Washington DC

Washington DC

wastebasket

watch, look at, 
observe

watch, look at, 
observe

watch, look at, 
observe

watch, look at, 
observe

watch, look at, 
observe

water
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water

water flow

water surrounds

watermelon

wave, hello, 
goodbye

way left

way right

way, road, street, 
path

ways, roads, 
streets, paths

we, us

weak

wealthy, rich

wealthy, rich, 
expensive

weather

weatherman

weave, weave cloth

wedding

wedding

wedding
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Wednesday

Wednesday

week

week

weekend

weekend

weekly, every week

weekly, every week

weight

weight

weight lifting

weird, strange, 
bizarre

weird, strange, 
bizarre

welcome (person 
left), introduce 
(person left), 
introduction (person
left)
welcome (person 
right), introduce 
(person right), 
introduction (person
right)

welcome, introduce,
introduction

welcome, introduce,
introduction

welcome, introduce,
introduction

welcome, introduce,
introduction
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welcome

welcome, introduce,
introduction

welcome, introduce,
introduction

Welsh

were

west

West Virginia

wet

whale

what

what

what, where

what, where

what, where

what, where

what's happening?,
what happened?

what's happening?,
what's up?, what's 
new?

wheel

wheelchair
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when

when

where

where

which, whether, 
either

which, whether, 
either

whipping

whiskey, alcohol

whiskey, alcohol

whiskey, alcohol

whisper

white

who

who

who

who

who, rhetorical 
question

whoever, 
whosoever

whore, prostitute
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why

why

why, rhetorical 
question

why, wh question

wide

widow

wife

wife

wiggle nose, nose 
wiggle

will

will

will

will not

win

win

wind, storm

wind, storm

window

window
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wine

wine

winter

winter

Wisconsin

wisdom

wisdom

wise

wish, desire

witch

witch

with

with

with someone

within, inside

within, inside

within, inside

without

witness
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wobble

wobble

wolf

wolf

woman, lady

woman, lady

woman, lady

wonder, ponder, 
contemplate

wonder, ponder, 
contemplate

wonderful, great, 
excellent

wonderful, great, 
excellent

wonderful, great, 
excellent

wood, saw wood, 
lumber

wool

word

Word of God

work

work, job, task, 
occupation

work, job, task, 
occupation
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worker

worker

workshop

workshop

world, globe

world, globe

worry, concern, 
trouble, anxious

worse, worst

worse, worst

worsen

worship, prayer, 
adore

worship, prayer, 
adore

worthless

worthy, important, 
valuable, merit

wow

wow

wow

wow

wow
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wrestle

wrestle, wrestling

write back and forth,
written 
correspondence

write down easily

write horizontally

write vertical 
columns

write vertical 
columns

write vertically

write with a flourish

writing

writing

writing

writing continuously

writing, written

wrong

wrong continuously

wrong suddenly, 
without warning

wrong, accidental, 
by mistake

Wyoming
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Wyoming

Wyoming

X

X

xerox, photocopy

Y

Y

yard

year

yearly, annually, 
every year

years

yell, scream, cry 
out, shout

yell, scream, cry 
out, shout

yell, scream, cry 
out, shout

yell, scream, cry 
out, shout

yell, scream, cry 
out, shout

yell, scream, cry 
out, shout

yellow

yellow
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yes

yes

yes

yes have

yes it is true

yesterday

yet

yogurt

you (above)

you (above)

you (in front)

you (in front)

you formal

you formal

you formal

you formal

you plural (left), 
they (left), you all

you plural (left), 
they (left), you all

you plural (left), 
they (left), you all
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you

you plural (right), 
they (right), you all

you plural (right), 
they (right), you all

you plural (right), 
they (right), you all

you show me, show

young

young

youngest

your (above)

your (in front)

your (left)

your (right)

your turn

yours (in front), his 
(in front), hers (in 
front), theirs (in 
front)

yours (left), his 
(left), hers (left), 
their (left)

yours (left), his 
(left), hers (left), 
theirs (left)

yours (right), his 
(right), hers (right), 
their (right)

yours (right), his 
(right), hers (right), 
theirs (right)

yours plural (left), 
theirs (left)
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yours

yours plural (left), 
theirs (left)

yours plural (right), 
theirs (right)

yours plural (right), 
theirs (right)

yourself (in front)

yourself (left)

yourself (right), 
himself (right), 
herself (right)

yourselves (left), 
themselves (left)

yourselves (left), 
themselves (left)

yourselves (right 
and left)

yourselves (right)

yourselves (right), 
themselves (right)

Yugoslavia

Yugoslavian

Z

Z

zebra

zebra

zero, no number
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zero

zero, none, nothing

zero, none, nothing

zipper

zoo

zoo
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